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A Message
To Educators

As teachers and educators,
you undoubtedly hold a firm
belief in the impk rtance and
promise of education. As Direc-
tor of the U.S Fish and Wildlife
Service, I find daily evidence that
causes me to share this belief.

In the Fish and Wildlife Serv-
ice we manage millions of acres
of land, conduct wildlife re-
search, raise fish for restocking
depleted waters, and perform
hundreds of other tasks designed
to benefit fish and wildlife re-
sources. However, as important
as these activities are, I am con-
vinced that in the long run an
informed, motivated, and in-
volved public can do more to
benefit wildlife than all of the
Service's management efforts.

This education package rep-
resents a first step in our in-
creased emphasis on the use of
education to enhance wildlife
resources. I /lope you find the
material it contains useful and
enjoyable.

Robert A. Jantzen
Director
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Contents

Habitat Overview
The Overview presents estuaries
and tidal or salt marshes as
unique habitats occurring in
many coastal areas where
freshwater and saltwater mix.
These productive habitats are
vital to many fish and wildlife
species and are in danger of
destruction through develop-
ment, pollution, and other
human threats.

Poster: Side 1
This poster illustrates the plants
and animals that live in the vari-
ous zones of the salt marsh. It
also demonstrates how plants
and animals have adapted to
water level changes and salinity.
Use this poster to reinforce Les-
son Plan 1.

Poster: Side 2
A gallery of estuarine species
and products that are important
to commercial and sport fishing
in the United StaZes Use this
side to introduce the habitats
and to establish strong links be-
tween estuaries and human de-
pendence on them.

Student Page 1:
Hidden Animal Puzzle
Many creatures blend in with
the surroundings of the tidal
marsh. The student will have to
search for some of them in a
hidden puzzle picturing a typical
estuary scene.

Student Page 2:
Marsh Tide
A poem, depicting the salt
marsh experience, will guide the
readers to their own expressions
and feelings about their field
trip encounters.
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Lesson Plan 1:
Tides and Zones
This lesson helps students to
become acquainted with the im-
portant tidal influence on these
habitats. On a field trip, the
class will measure the rate of an
outgoing tide and examine the
distinct zones of plant and ani-
mal populations.

Lesson Plan 2:
Necessary Estuaries
Taking a field trip, the class
visits a fish cannery, marina, or
other marine industry that is
dependent on the creatures liv-
ing in the estuary. Students will
find out firsthand about the pro-
ductivity of estuarine and salt
marsh habitats.

Lesson Plan 3:
Marsh Math
Where saltwater and freshwater
meet, nutrient-trap action results
in abundant productivity; this
same action traps pollution
which can destroy estuarine or-
ganisms or poison them. These
cc ncepts are worked out in
math examples.
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Estuaries
and Tidal
Marshes

"kong the coast of North
Amprca tenaciously holding
the land together with a tangle
of roots, lies a green ribbon of
soft, salty, wet, low-lying land,
the salt marshes

The ribbon of green marshes
part solid land, part mobile
water, has a definite but elusive
border now hidden, now ex-
posed as the tides fluctuate

John and Mildred Teal
Life and Death of a Salt Marsh

This passage captures the
essence of the tidal salt
marshes: Habitats of the ocean-
land interface, ruled by tides

Habitat Overview

burrow into sand and mud for
shelter Barnacles close their
shells tightly to keep from
drying out

Marsh wildlife lives in tidal
zones characterized by fluctuat-
ing water levels Higher ground,
inundated less frequently and
for shorter periods, is inhabited
by organisms with lower toler-
ance of salt and water Such
species as tall cordgrass and
eelgrass grow near the sea,
while salt marsh hay and black
grass (black rush) grow on
higher ground In the lower,
wetter parts of the marsh, the
animal species include clams,
mussels, and lugworms; the
high or drier areas support
various crabs and snails

Fiddler Crab

Adapting to the Tides
Tide changes are a dominant

feature of life in the tidal marsh
and estuary Marsh plants and
animals must adapt to the rigors
of constant change Tempera-
ture, salinity, moisture, and
available oxygen fluctuate as the
marsh is constantly flooded and
drained Cordgrass and some
ducks have special glands for
eliminating excess salt During
low tide, fiddler crabs and clams

Glosswort (pickleweed)

Salt marshes and estuaries
are closely related coastal
brackish water ecosystems
Estuaries are places such as
bays and river mouths where
saltwater mixes with freshwater
from rivers and creeks Salt
marshes form in shallow, pro-
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Tall Cordgrass

tected tidal flats, often adjacent
to estuaries

The salt marshes cf the
North American coasts are the
most extensive in the world
These ecosystems occur exten-
sively on the broad, gently slop-
ing continental shelf of the At-
lantic and Gulf Coasts On the
steeper Pacific Coast, salt
marshes are less common but
still plentiful



Marsh Productivity
Salt marshes and estuaries

are among the world's most
productive ecosystems Marsh
productivity begins as the sun's
energy is captured by marsh
plants Cordgrasses, algae, and
microinvertebrates thrive in
the shallow, nutrient-rich water
Salt marshes produce more
plant material per hectare (2 47
acres) than the best wheat fields

Marsh Animals
Marsh plants support abun-

dant animal life. Only a few
animals feed directly on living
cordgrass More often, the or-
ganic material in these plants is
consumed after the plants die
and are broken down into detri-
tus. Fiddler crabs, snails, insect
larvae, bacteria, clams, and even
some small fish (mu! 't, men-
haden) feed directly on detritus
Tides carry some of the rich
detritus from marshes into adja-
cent estuaries where productive
bottom-dwelling communities
(oysters, clams, mud worms),
plankton, and fish abound

Many birds and mammals
find food and shelter in the salt
marsh Raccoons and otters
come in search of crabs and
mussels, muskrat feed on cord-
grass Marshes provide feeding
and resting stops for migrating
and wintering birds Rails, marsh
wrens, and other birds nest in
marshes where they eat insects,
snails crabs and small fish

Estuaries and salt marshes
provide temporary habitats for
many creatures that live out
most of their lives elsewhere
They function as nurseries for
marine animals that inhabit off-
shore areas as adults. Young
shrimp, menhaden, and flounder
grow in estuaries. Adult salmon
dnd striped bass may rest
and acclimate there on the way
to upstream spawning grounds,
as may juveniles on the way to
the ocean When the marsh is
covered with water at high tide,
:ish and shrimp swim in looking
for food. The movement of tides
transports eggs, larvae and
young animals, which cannot
swim on their own, from bays
to salt marshes.

Two special conditions aug-
ment the high productivity of
salt marshes and estuaries the
"energy subsidy" of the tides,
and their ability to trap nutri-
ents. Some animal species,
instead of foraging for their
food, are fed by the tides Filter-
feeders, such as clams, siphon
food from the water as every
tide brings a rich supply. Marsh
and estuarine organisms expend
less energy to "work" finding
food and thus have rr ore energy
available for growth and
reproduction

Filter-feeders

Body

Wastes out ,--.. c
-----0----- o

Food and Oxygen in #---:------ li.
in

Soft-shell Clam

Waving
Cirri
sweep
food to
mouth

Barnacle

A nutrient trap holds and
accumulates nutrients carried in
from rivers to the estuary. Since
freshwater is lighter than salt-
water, the freshwater forms a
layer on top of a "salt wedge" of
ocean water. As the freshwater
layer mixes with the higher
salinity estuarine waters, nutri-
ents flow back and forth with
the tide and are recirculated
This supplies abundant food to
marsh and estuarine organisms

Life Cycle of the Coho Salmon
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Nutrient Trap

Bounty and Beauty
Many people are unaware of

the productive benefits of salt
marshes and estuaries Unlik,
wheat fields, these ecosystems
grow plants which are not di-
rectly consumed by people
However, humans do reap a
harvest here of fish, shrimp, and
crabs. More than half of the
species important to fisheries in
the coastal United States depend
on estuaries The loss of these
fisheries would have serious
effects on the economy and diet
of many people

Salt marshes and estuaries
ate valuable for the beauty and
recreation they provide for
people Their open space is a
refreshing contrast to increasing
urbanization Hikers and bird
watchers flock to these areas.
hunters visit the marsh for
waterfowl and other birds, sport
fishermen, clammers, and crab-
bers find plentiful catches

Historical Perspective:
An Age-Old Resource

Since ancient times, many
Native Americans, attracted by
opportunities to hunt and fish,
built villages near salt marshes
and estuaries During spawning
seasons, fish were so plentiful
that people could scoop them
out of the water in baskets Na-
tive Americans also built fish
traps in tidal creeks and dried
their catch for winter food

Early settlers also hunted
and fished in marshes They
harvested marsh hay for their
cattle Such activities left the
marsh relatively unchanged

Soon, however, people built har-
bors in estuaries and dredged
and straightened marsh creeks
so that boats could reach settle-
ments Garbage from towns was
dumped on the open spaces of
the marsh. Humans started to
change an environment they
would only begin to understand
centuries later

Development and Pollution
The de:icate salt marsh and

estuarine systems are particular-
ly vulnerable to a variety of
human abuses. The two major
threats are pollution and physi-
cal destruction

The estuaries' ability to trap
nutrients means they can also
accumulate wastes dumped into
rivers that feed them. Salt
marshes also receive garbage
dumped offshore and carried in
by tides Toxic chemicals in
these wastes may become con-
centrated in plants and animals,
killing them or leaving them un-
fit for human use. Nutrient-rich
wastes, containing phosphates
and nitrates trom detergents,
sewage, or agriculture may over-
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stimulate plant growth. Decom-
position of dead plants and
wastes uses up oxygen. This
decomposition can remove so
much oxygen from the water
that many organisms cannot
survive. Oil contamination from
many sources motorboats,
leaks, spills threatens aquatic
animals and birds. Thermal
pollution may occur when water
that has been warmed when
used for industrial cooling is
discharged into a marsh or estu-
ary. The warmer temperatures
can kill animals outright, or alter
their life cycles.

Estuaries and salt marshes
are being destroyed for various
reasons. Marshes are often used
as garbage dumps; they are also
drained to control mosquitos or
filled to make sites for homes,
factories, and roads. Estuaries
and marsh creeks are dredged
to deepen them for navigation.
This can smother fish and
oysters as silt clogs their gills.
Spoils from dredging operations
are often dumped on marshes,
burying plants and animals.
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Management
Increasing human demand for

land, electric power, and ship
transportation can influence salt
marshes and estuaries Con-
sidering the natural functions of
these systems, their preservation
is an important matter Different
sites can be chosen for garbage
dumps Marshes don't have to be
filled, drained, or sprayed for
mosquito control, maintaining
water levels so that certain small
fish can reach and devour the
mosquito larvae is one control
method Factories and homes
built on filled land are !miter
located elsewhere where
storms cannot wash them away

Salt marshes and estuaries
cannot be managed for both
development and natural values
With increasing awareness of
the importance of salt marshes
and estuaries, Federal, State,
and local governments are tak-
ing steps to protect them Some
areas have been purchased for
preserves, acid laws help to
control development in others

Besides preserving salt
marshes, people manage them
to increase their benefits Fish-
ing and hunting regulations are
designed to prevent depletion of
wildlife, assuring a continued
harvest Oyster production has
been increased by the use of
intensive culture methods

Compromises on con-
flicting uses [of salt marshes
and estuaries] must be made in
terms of the welfare of the
whole Since 'everybody' (man
and organisms) lives down-
stream from everybody else in
an estuary, modification or pol-
lution at one point affects distant
points in both tidal directions
and even in adjacent oceans
Accordingly, the entire estuarine
ecosystem must be studied,
monitored, managed, and zoned
and human uses regulated in
terms of the whole

E P Odum
Fundamentals of Ecology*

'W A Saunders Co Philadelphia 1971

Glossary
detritus Tiny particles of de-
caying plant and animal matter
dredge To deepen a waterway
by digging up the bottom.
estuary An area where fresh-
water and saltwater mix, e g ,
bays and river mouths.
filter-feeder An animal that
feeds by filtering plankton or
detritus from the water, with
tentacles, gill rakers, or other
sievelike organs.
microinvertebrates Micro-
scopic plants and animals
(plankton) that float or weakly
swim in a body of water
rushes Grasslike plants that
grow in wet areas; this common
name is applied to many kinds
of plants.
salt marsh A tidal wetland that
is covered at least periodically
with saltwater and is dominated
by nonwoody vegetation such
as cordgrass

tidal zones The area between
high and low tide In the inter-
tidal zone there often are distinct
divisions of plants and animals in
the salt marsh caused by the
different water depths and dura-
tion of the tides in different parts
of the marsh

Resources
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F Ricketts and Jack Calvin
Stanford University Press, Stan-
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pages 729-765
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York, 1972
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York, 1966.
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Estuaries
and Tidal
Marshes

Lesson Plan 1 Tides and Zones

_.....-..

Fiddler Crab

Purpose
In this activity students inves-

tigate the movement of tides,
tidal influence in a salt marsh.
and the kinds of marsh life found
in different tide zones

Learning Outcomes
After completing this activity,

students will be able to
A. Explain how tides are an im-
portant factor influencing life in a
salt marsh
B. Describe in writing two ways
in which tidal marsh organisms
adapt to the changes in salinity
and water levels
C. Predict the time of the tides in
a coastal area, using a tidetable
D. List two common plants and
animals found in the marsh they
have studied

Organization
Who: Students in pairs
Where: Tidal marsh
When: 2 or 3 hours before low tide
Time: 1 to 2 hours
Safety: This lesson should be
conducted during an outgoing
tide Students should be orga-
nized into buddy teams, and, if
they enter the water, should not
go further than ankle deep
Arrange for adequate supervision
near the water (at least one auult
per 10 students), warn students
about the dangers of drop-offs
and possible problems with
soft mud bottoms

Materials: For the Group
Field guide for salt marsh

organisms (optional see
Resources)

Insect repellent
Tidetable available in local

newspapers or sporting goods
stores

Magnifying lens
Shovel
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Materials: For Each Student
Data sheets and pencil
Clipboard (Masonite or

stiff cardboard with a paper
clip or binder clip)

Boots or old shoes, old clothes
(students will get muddy)

Directions
1. Select from the tidetable a date
and time for the activity so that
you can arrive at the salt marsh 2
to 3 hours before low tide
2. In the classroom discuss what
causes tides Duplicate the tide-
table or display it on the chalk-
board Discuss with the class
how to read a tidetable and
how they might observe the
patterns of tide changes.
3. At the tidal marsh, distribute the
above materials to students They
should wear their boots or mud
shoes for going into the marsh



4. Form the class into buddy
teams and tell them that buddies
are responsible for each other's
safety (The students should walk
carefully in the marsh to avoid
falling They should be shown
how to feel ahead with the lead-
ing foot to find drop-offs or
soft spots )

5. Challenge the students to
prove which way the tide is mov-
ing (It should be moving out )
They may select a reference
point, such as a rock or piling,
and note the changing water
level Is your tidetable accurate'?
(You might want to begin the first
past of the sampling exercise

I

Excreted Salt

11 /

Tall Cordgrass Salt Grass

while waiting for the water level
to change While sampling, look
for any other evidences of tidal
change, such as high water
marks on pilings )
6. Tides are constantly going up
and down Sometimes the marsh
is wet, sometimes dry The low
parts are wet for longer periods
than the high parts Can the stu-
dents think of any ways in which
these tidal changes would affect
plants and animals in the marsh'?
Examples of adaptations to
marsh living maintaining a salt
balance (special glands in cord-
grass and some ducks), avoiding
drowning or drying out as the tide
changes (insects climb out of the
water on vegetation, clams close
up tightly, fiddler crabs have both
gills and a primitive lung); avoid-
ing predators that come in with
the tide (worms and sand fleas
burrow into the mud), filter-
feeding (clams, barnacles,
mussels, and others filter food
brought to them by the tides)
7. Tell the students they are going
to investigate the kinds of plants
and animals that live in different
sections of the marsh Move to
the seaward edge of the marsh
where the emerging marsh vege-
tation (cordgrass, glasswort) be-
gins This is the low-tide zone
Spread the students out along
the edge so they can look for
plants, animals (including insects
and fish), and signs of animals
They should record these on
their data sheets by drawing or
describing them Allow enough
time to look carefully As they
record the organisms, students
should make note of whatever
special adaptations they notice

Examine the substrate (soil)
Is there much detritus here'? (Tell
the students what detritus is and
that it serves as food for many
animals See Glossary )

Repeat this sampling
procedure for other zones
described below Note Samples
should be treated carefully and
returned to the area in which they
were collected The exact widths
of tidal zones and the species
found in them vary among

10



marshes Zones can usually be
delineated visually Look for
changes in height, texture, and
color of the plants. (See also
Poster, Side 1 ) Try to pick out
three zones (low-, mid-, and
high-tide zones) Some marshes
will have only two Other
variations in marsh vegetation
occur along marsh creeks where
water is always present and in
pannes (shallow depressions
where evaporation of the sea-
water left after the tide causes
incroased salinity)
8. When the students have fin-
ished their sampling, discuss the
effect of tides on the marsh or-
ganisms Are all areas going to
be covered for the same length of
time each day? (No the low
marsh is covered longer ) Were
the same kinds of organisms
found in all parts of the marsh?
How might the tides affect the lo-
cation of organisms? (They must
tolerate moie exposure to air in
high zones ) Do birds and mam-
mals move with the tides'? What
kinds of waterfowl and other wild-
life might be in the areas at dif-
ferent times of the day or year?
(For example, raccoons come to
the marsh when the tide is out,
fish come when the tide is in
Migratory birds would be more
abundant in spring and fall )

Followup
Humans can harm saltwater

marshes without draining or fill-
ing them or dumping wastes on
them Considering the adapta-
tions of marsh life to the tides.
what happens when people build
roads or dikes across the marsh
that block the tidal flow? (Salt
marsh plants and animals usually
don't survive ) What is happening
to marshes located in the
student's own area?

Quiz Answers
1. Tidal patterns vary around the
coasts of North America Stu-
dents should answer this ques-
tion based on what they have
learned about the tidal cycle in
their own region
2. Possible answers.
a. To keep from drying out
b. To avoid predators
3. Answers will vary according to
the specific animals stuaents
found in the marsh
4. Again, answers will vary. They
should pertain to the problems of
animals feeding, drying out, or
escaping predators that are re-
lated to the cnanging tides
5. False Many marsh plants and
animals need to be exposed to air
some of the time and would die if
continuously inundated. One of
the principles of marsh zonation
is different tolerances to i:xpo-
sure to air and water



Esturaries and
Tidal Marshes

Lesson Plan 1 Quiz

1. If high tide in your area is at 9 00 A M , low tide will be at about 5. Read this statement Is it true
or false9
The same kinds of plants and
animals would live in the salt

2. What are two reasons animals in the marsh might close up (or marsh even without tides as
burrow into the mud) when the tide is out9 long as there was water present

(Circle your answer )
a

b.

M

3. Describe or draw one animal you found on the plants or on the
ground in the high-tide zone, and one animal found in the
low-tide zone

High
L
Low

4. Name one way in which the two animals in Question 3 are differ-
ent Choose a difference that is related to the effects of the tides

True False

Explain
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Estuaries and Tidal Marshes Lesson Plan 1 Data Sheet

Draw a map of the salt marsh showing tne tidal zones you sampled
Show cants, soil, animals and water
Which zone is covered with water most times?

13 Page 2



Name of Zone: Name of Zone: Name of Zone:

Plants

Animals
or

Animal
Signs

(Include
Insects)

"u Soil
co
ma-i

14
15

0
to
Pi
CA7



Estuaries
and Tidal
Marshes

Purpose
In this activity students exam-

ine the productivity and recrea-
tional values of the tidal marsh
aid estuary. The classroom les-
son on the values of these eco-
systems is followed by a field trip
to a seafood cannery, fishing
wharf, or sportfishing marina

Mussel

Lesson Plan 2 Necessary Estuaries

/-r" --

Surf F:shing for Striped Bass

Learning Outcomes
After completing this activity,

chidents will be able to.
A. List two ways in which tidal
marshes and estuaries are impor-
tant to wildlife.
B. Name two ways in which tidal
marshes and estuaries are impor-
tant to people
C. Nary.: two ways in which
people can alter or harm the tidal
marsh/estuary ecosystems
D. Ry choosing a statement from
a list, express their concern that
resources of the tidal marsh and
estuary should be used carefully

Organization
Who: Whole class
Where: Classroom and cannery,
%hart or marina
When. Spring, summer, or fall
Time: A 1-hour lesson and a 2-
hour field trip
Safety: This field trip may take
students into the proximity of
deep water or tidal flow. Use the
buddy system and ,nclude addi-
tional adult supervision (one
adult for every 10 students).

16

Materials: For Each Student
Pen
Data Sheets
Clipboard (Masonite or stiff

cardboard with paperclip or
binder clip)

Directions
1. Based on the information in
the Overview and Resources,
prepare a classroom lesson to
provide background for the stu-
dents' field trip. Direct them to
information on the sea as a
source of food, other products,
and recreation Estuaries and salt
marshes provide thousands of
hours of enjoyable recreation
each year, while also providing
nursery or feeding grounds for
the majority of commercial spe-
cies fish, shrimp, oysters, etc
Use the Poster (Side 2) to illus-
trate this lesson. Refer also to the
abundance and variety of plants
and animals encountered during
Lesson Plan 1.
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Dungeness Crab

2. Arrange for the class to take a
tour of a commercial operation
that depends on the resources of
the marsh or estuary, e g , a can-
nery, fishing wharf, or sportfish-
mg marina Let the company
know in advance what kind of in-
formation your class is seeking
The tour guide can then be pre-
pared to answer questions

3. Before the tour, discuss the
Data Sheet for the students to use
in collecting information Ques-
tions from the Data Sheet should
elicit information on the impor-
tance of natural salt marsh and
estuary resources for people The
questions should also address
the effects that human activities
have had on these resources Stu-
dents should fill out their Data
Sheets based on observations
and responses to questions they
ask Assign several students to
as particular questions and one
or tno others to record the an-
swers. (The entire group should
fill out their Data Sheets to be
reviewed in class later )

Try to tailor additional ques-
tions to the specific locality or
operation you are visiting More
questions may a-Ise during the
tour, and students should be en-
-.:ouraged to ask them
4. After the tour, help the class to
summarize the importance of salt
marsh and estuarine productivity
centering on the answers and in-
formation received Call or the
students assigned to record ail-
swers to questions for a summary
of the information

Be sure to stress the following
point if it was not made by the
tour guide Many fish that are
caught in offshore areas depend
on estuaries in certain stages of
their lives. Without the estuaries,
these Important fish would not
survive Consider also, what
changes people's activities are
causing in the estuary (Filling,
building, dredging, polluting
you may be able to point to
examples nearby ) How will the se
changes affect the natural pro-
ductivity of these ecosystems',
5. Note If a field trip cannot be
arranged, resource persons such
as the manager of a cannery, the
president of a sportfushing club,
captain of a fishing boat, etc ,
might be invited to the class and
be interviewed by the students.

11
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Foliowup
Are estuaries and salt marshes

Important to the students them-
selves'? As a followup to the field
trip, let the class set up a bulletin
board display of labels, advertise-
ments, and pictures of products
from the sea. These could be
food label_ seafood restaurant
menus, shell jewelry, or drift-
wood ornaments. This display
will reinforce the importance of
estuaries in students' lives

The display can also be used
to demonstrate a food web if
items are linked together with
yarn In this case, it is important
to include the human element
perhaps by including pictures of
sport fishing, clam bakes, or
several other human uses or
consumptive activities
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Quiz Answers
1. In light of the seafood produc-
tion emphasis of this lesson, the
students will probably answer
that there would be less fish to
eat Answers reflecting loss of
seafood or wildlife production, or
loss of recreation and esthetic
value are acceptable
2. This question asks an opinion
and therefore should not be
graded After this lesson, how-
ever, students should recognize
that undeveloped estuaries and
marshes c. are important
3. The animals' eggs hatch or
young grow in the estuary; when
they are older, they travel out to
sea
4. Dredging estuaries destroys
the important bottom animal and
plant communities and stirs up
sediment in the water. The sedi-
ment in the water can clog fish
gills and smother eggs, larvae,
and bottom-dwelling organisms
5. True. Tidal marshes are among
the most productive ecosystems
on earth.
6. False. People's actions (dredg-
ing, polluting, etc ) can drastically
harm these ecosystems



Estuaries and
Tidal Marshes

1. State two ways in which
people's lives will change if many
of the salt marshes on your coast
are filled in and destroyed

a.

b.

2. Circle the letter before the
statement you agree with most

a. Estuaries and tidal marshes
don't take up a large portion of
this cot.,ntry, so they probably
aren't important to people

b. Estuaries and tidal marshes are
only important to people when
used for buildings, harbors, or
other developments

c. Undeveloped estuaries and
tidal marshes have values such
as fish production that are
important to people

3. Complete the sentence

Estuaries and tidal marshes are
important as "nurseries" for
many sea animals The term nur-
series means that

Lesson Plan 2 Quiz

4. Circle the human activity
which can harm or permanently
change the marsh or estuary

Swimming
Digging the estuary deeper for

big ships
Catching fish within catch

limits
Canoeing on marsh creeks

Write T for True or F for False
in the box by each statement
below.

5. Tidal marshes are very
productive places that support
many animals and plants

6. Tidal marshes and estuaries
are natural ecosystems People's
actions do not affect them

ii



Estuaries and Tidal Marshes Lesson Plan 2 Data Sheet

1. What is the history of the marsh/estuary area'?

2. What is the history of this industry'?

3. What is the status of the industry today'?

4. What is the importance of this industry'?

5. How does this industry depend on the resourcer, of the salt
marsh and estuary'?

6. Have these resources been changing% How'? Why'?

20 Page 1



Estuaries and Tidal Marshes Lesson Plan 2 Data Sheet

7. What are the future prospects of the industry?
How are they linked to the marsh or estuary?

8. How are these resources helped, protected, or managed?

9. Are there regulations to help protect the resource?

10. How many pounds are caught per day? (Ask if applicable )

11. How many people does the industry employ?

12.

21
Page 2



Estuaries
and Tidal
Marshes

Purpose
In this activity students will

learn how estuaries function as
"nutrient traps "This buildup of
nutrients makes estuaries very
productive environments But the
same function also renders estu-
aries vulnerable to the buildup of
pollutants Students will examine
how the nutrients of a salt marsh
or estuary are conveyed through
a food chain

Learning Outcomes
After completing this activity,

the students will be able to
A. State how tides cause an estu-
ary to become a nutrient trap
B. State how pollution can be ac-
cumulated in estuaries and in
food chains
C. Solve simple mathematical
problems dealing with the num-
ber of organisms in a food cham

Organization
Who: Students working in pairs
Where: Classroom
Time: 2 to 3 hours

Materials: For Each Student
Student Data Sheets
Pencil
Scissors
Tape

Lesson Plan 3 Marsh Math

Nutrient Trap Model

Directions
Nutrient Trap
1. The students will make a
"working model" of an estuarine
nutrient trap Let them cut out
and assemble the components of
the model according 'o the direc-
tions printed on the Data Sheet
pages 1 and 2
2. Discuss the importance of the
nutrient trap to the wildlife living
in a salt marsh and estuary (See
Overview.) What happens after
nutrients, plankton, and detritus
carried in from upstream and sur-
rounding areas mix with the salt-
water in the estuary? (The tide
carries this food back into the es-
tuary forming a "nutrient trap ")
How does this affect the animals
and plants in the estuary? (It pro-
vides more food ) Explain how
the estuarine productivity is uti-
lized by people (See Poster,
Side 2.)
3. Discuss what happens when
people dump wastes upstream
and in surrounding areas? (Pol-
lution accumulates in the estu-
ary, productivity may be drastic-
ally decreased )

22

Marsh Math
The nutrient trap action occur-
ring in salt marshes and estuaries
makes them very productive hab-
itats To give the students a feel-
ing for this productivity, some
math exercises are provided.
These illustrate the principle that
many organisms at the bottom of
the food chain are needed to sup-
port a few organisms at the top of
the chain (The data used in the
exercises were simplified to
demonstrate the productivity
principle and do not represent
actual numbers found in the
marsh or estuary. The numbers
are, however, reasonably close
to what occurs in real life )
4. Describe a hypothe'ical marsh,
or let the students supply their
Impressions.
5. Tell the class that four living
things are part of a food web in
the above marsh, forming a food
chain (marsh hawk eating sea-
side sparrow, eating grass-
hopper, eating cordgrass) What
is on top of the food chain?
(Hawk.) What plant or animal
is on the bottom? (Cordgrass.)



Marsh Food Chain

6. Tell the class the following
data were discovered by a wildlife
biologist Write the data on
the chalkboard

Each hawk weighs 600 grams
and eats 600 grams of sparrow
each week

Each sparrow weighs 20 grams
and eats 50 grams of grass-
hoppers each week

Each grasshopper weighs 1
gram and eats 15 grams of cord-
grass each week

Each cordgrass plant weighs
5 grams
7. Give each student page 3 of
the Data Sheet to solve a series of
marsh math puzzles using the
data you have listed on the board.
Encourge the students to help
each other solve the problems.
For more advanced students, the
teacher may change the numbers
to make the problems more diffi-
cult; for example, tell the stu-
dents (and change the Data
Sheet) that each hawk eats 6121/2
grams of sparrows. (This will

allow students to work with frac
tions or decimals. See examples )
8. There are usually more orga-
nisms on the bottom of the food
chain than on the top. As you
move up the food chain, the num-
ber of organisms decreases. A salt
marsh shows this decrease in or-
ganisms A larg3 number of cord-
grass plants feeds thousands of
insects These insects feed a few
hundred sparrows. Finally, the
sparrows feed only a few hawks
This lesson uses examples that
show creatures eating only one
type of organism. Point out that
in real life most creatures eat
more than one type of food.

Simple food chains, such as
the one used in this lesson, are
often shown as food pyramids
The base is made up of plants
(e.g , cordgrass) The last level
of carnivores (e.g , hawk) is at
the top.
9. Draw on the chalkboard a food
pyramid based on this food
chain. The students can supply

23

the names of organisms at each
level in the pyramid On page 4 of
the Data Sheet, the students
should fill in the numbers in the
food pyramid. What would hap-
pen if the number of hawks in the
marsh increased to 5? To 10?
(See Data Sheet, page 4.) How is
the marsh able to support all the
plants and creatures that live
there? (It is a very productive
habitat.) What would happen
to this food chain if the cord
grass were destroyed? (The food
chain would collapse.)

What other marsh organisms
feed on cordgrass? (Many feed
on cordgrass detritus Norms,
clams, crabs; these in turn feed
other animals such as raccoons
and clapper rails.) How is the
productivity of the marsh linked
to cordgrass? (Cordgrass is the
basis of a salt marsh food web
that includes many organisms.)



Examples
1. How many sparrows must the marsh have tofeed one hawk fora week?

600 grams 20 grams = 30

Total weight of Weight of one No of sparrows
sparrows that one sparrow needed to feed one
hawk eats hawk

2. How many grasshoppers must the marsh have to feed one sparrow
for one week?

50 grams 1 gram = 50

Total weight of Weight of one No of grass-
grasshoppers eaten grasshopper hoppers needed to
by one sparrow feed one sparrow

3. How many plants must the marsh have to feed one grasshopper for
one week?

15 grams 5 grams = 3

Total weight of
cordgrass eaten by
one grasshopper

Weight of one plant No of plants
needed to feed one
grasshopper

4. How many grasshoppers are needed to feed the number of spar-
rows eaten by one hawk in a week?

30 x 50 = 1,600

No of sparrows No of grasshoppers No of gtasshoppers
needed to feed one needed to feed each needed to feed all
hawk sparrow the sparrows eaten

by one hawk

5. How many cordgrass plants are needed to feed all the grasshoppers
that are eaten by all the sparrows that are eaten by one hawk in a
week?

3 x 50 x 30

No of plants eaten
by one grasshopper

No of grasshoppers
eaten by one
sparrow

= 4,500

No of plants
needed to feed all
tne grasshoppers
eaten by all the
sparrows that are
eaten by one hawk

No of sparrows
eaten by one hawk

24

Quiz Answers
1. Because of the nutrient trap
action, more nutrients and food
are available to plants and animals
in the estuary.
2. Wastes dumped or washed into
rivers are also trapped and ac-
cumulated in estuaries and salt
marshes, potentially harming or-
ganisms there.
3. False. Wastes dumped into
rivers pollute downstream areas
of the river and can accumulate
in the estuary and salt marshes at
the river's mouth
4. Spiders. In the food chain in
question, spiders are at the top of
the chain In general there are
fewer organisms at the top of the
food chain than on the bottom
Moving up the food chain, the
numbers of organisms on each
level decreases.
5. Cordgrass. These plants are on
the bottom of the food chain Or-
ganisms at the bottom of the food
chain generally occur in the
greatest numbers



Estuaries and
Tidal Marshes

Lesson Plan 3 Quiz

1 An estuary is a nutrient trap Name one way in which this helps
the plants and ,nimals that live in the estuary

2. State one way in which people can cause the nutrient trap to
become harmful to tne animals in the estuary

:J. It is all right for people to dump
trash and other wastes into rivers
because the flowing river water
will wash them away
(Circle your answer )

True False

4. Cordgrass, planthoppers, and
spiders are part of a food chain
in a salt marsh Spiders eat plant-
hoppers, and planthoppers eat
cordgrass

Write the name of the plant or
animal from this food chain with
the smallest number living in the
marsh

5. Which plant or animal in the
food chain (Question 4 ) has
the biggest number living in
the marsh Write down its name

25
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NLtrlent Trap Model
Cut around the outline and cut
out the windows on this pege.
Then fold the page along the
solid lines and tape down the flap
to make a "sleeve."

Cut out Slide A on page 2 and in-
sert it iii the sleeve so that you
can still see column 1. Pull it
through the sleeve. Steps 1, 2, 3,
and 4 show how the estuary
builds up nutrients.

Repeat with Slide B. What hap-
pens when people dump pollu-
tion into rivers that feed
estuaries? Fold Here

Nutrient Trap Model
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1.
Pollution
dumped in
the river is
also carried
downstream

(pull to 2)
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Estuaries and T.dal Marshes Lesson Plan 3 Data Sheet
A wild life biologist discovered these facts about a marsh food chain

A marsh hawk weighs 600 grams and eats 600 grams of seaside
sparrows each week

Each sparrow weighs 20 graros and eats 50 grams of grasshoppers
each week

Each grasshopper weighs 1 gram and eats 15 grams of cordgrass
each week

Each cordgrass plant weighs 5 grams

Use these facts to solve the following problems

1. How many sparrows must the marsh have to feed one hawk for
a week?

Hint
Total weight of
sparrows that
one hawk eats

- Weight of one
sparrow

Number of spar-
rows needed to feed
one hawk

2. How many grasshoppers must the marsh have to feed one sparrow
for a week?

3. How many cordgrass plants must the marsh have to feed one grass-
hoppc for one week?

4 How many grasshoppers are needed to feed the number of sparrows
eaten by one hawk in a week?

Hint
Number of spar-
rows needed to
feed one hawk

x Number of grass- = Number of grass-
hoppers needed to hoppers needed to
feed each sparrow feed all the spar-

rows eaten by a
hawk

5. How many cordgrass plants are needed to feed all the grasshoppers
that are eaten by all the sparrows that are eaten by one hawk
in a week?

30
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Estuaries and Tidal Marshes Lesson Plan 3

1. At each level of the Food Pyra-
mid write the name of the corre,;t
plant or animal and the number
of each where there is a spare

2. Draw another Food Pyramid
with five marsh hawks at the top
What would happen to the othe
animal numbers?

Data Sheet

31
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Estuaries and Tidal Marshes

Can you Find Us?
Some of the creatures that live in
the estuary are hard to see They
hide among cordgrass and under
pilings or dig into the mud

In this drawing the artist has
hidden six salt marsh creatures
a mammal, a bird, a snail, a
reptile, an insect, and a fish
Can you find them', Look for
answers on page 2
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Answers to Hidden Animal Punic Whitetail 
deer (mammal), clapper rail (bird), diamondback 

terrapin (reptile), marsh periwinkle (snail), 
Ionghorned grasshopper (insect), killifish (fish) 
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The mission of the National Institute
for Urban Wildiife is to be a re' -on-
sible and effective scientific and
educational organization advocating
the enhancement of urban wildlife
values and habitat and the wise use
of all nature; resources for the
benefit of people in cities, suburbs.
and developing areas

The Institute is the only private
national conservation organization
with programs dealing almost ex
elusively with fish and wildlife in

urban and other disturbed areas
Funded through private and corpo-
rate contributions. grants and
contracts it is filling some of the
glaring gaps in information and
methodologies needed for the man
agement and enjoyment of wildlife
and wildlife habitats in urban areas.

The Institute accomplishes its mis-
sion by (1) conducting sound re
search on the relationship between
man and wildlife under urban and
urbanizing conditions: (2) discover-

ing and disseminating practical pro.
cedures for maintaining. enhancing
or controlling certain' wildlife
species in urban areas, and (3) by
building an appreciation for, and
understanding of, wildlife and a
positive conservation ethic at the
local community and neighborhood
level, and illustrating how all seg-
ments of our people have a vested
interest in wildlife and the environ-
ment we mutually share.
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